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increasing political infuence [19], and amplifying misinformation, hate speech, and other harmful content [49]. We explore
approaches for fagging potentially-manipulative emotional
language in text in order to facilitate future counter-measures
such as de-ranking or nudging information seekers away from
hate speech and misinformation.

ABSTRACT

Detecting rhetoric that manipulates readers’ emotions requires
distinguishing intrinsically emotional content (IEC; e.g., a
parent losing a child) from emotionally manipulative language (EML; e.g., using fear-inducing language to spread
anti-vaccine propaganda). However, this remains an open
classifcation challenge for both automatic and crowdsourcing approaches. Machine Learning approaches only work in
narrow domains where labeled training data is available, and
non-expert annotators tend to confate IEC with EML. We
introduce an approach, anchor comparison, that leverages
workers’ ability to identify and remove instances of EML in
text to create a paraphrased “anchor text”, which is then used
as a comparison point to classify EML in the original content.
We evaluate our approach with a dataset of news-style text
snippets and show that precision and recall can be tuned for
system builders’ needs. Our contribution is a crowdsourcing
approach that enables non-expert disentanglement of social
references from content.

Specifcally, we explore crowdsourcing methods that can overcome the challenges inherent in separating emotionally manipulative language (EML) from intrinsically emotional content
(IEC) — that is, separating dramatic presentation that is meant
to stir emotion in the reader (EML) from content that may
be emotional on its own (IEC). For example, IEC might include an account like Camila’s: “Being an illegal immigrant
means living in fear of deportation....My 19-year-old brother
was deported when I was 17....It’s been seven years now that
I haven’t seen him and don’t know if I ever will.”1 On the
contrary, EML induces emotion with language cues, such as
in a Fox News segment where Tucker Carlson claimed congresswoman Ilhan Omar is a “living fre alarm. A warning to
the rest of us that we better change our immigration system
immediately. Or else.”2 Carlson used EML to play to people’s
xenophobia, reminding viewers that Omar immigrated from
Somalia (an out-group), and signaling to them that “foreigners”
are taking over the nation by pushing progressive policies.
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We show that automated approaches and standard crowdsourcing approaches fail to adequately make this distinction. It
would be preferable to solve this problem using automated
approaches due to their low cost and scalability. However,
while we expect such approaches to be capable of fnding
the simplest cases of EML, they are constrained by the labeled datasets available to them and they lack the ability to
understand social references. For example, it is diffcult to
proactively include phrases like “lispy queer”, “living fre
alarm”, and “bad hombres” in training data because of their
creative nature, yet they carry salient cultural implications that
can induce intense emotional reactions. While crowdsourcing
approaches are more expensive, they are cheaper than hiring
experts and can be leveraged at any point during the 24-7 cycle
of the information ecosystem by recruiting workers from a

INTRODUCTION

Rhetoric that plays to people’s emotions (e.g., fear-mongering
rhetoric) can be an effective tool for inducing an emotional
reaction in readers. Such reactions can cause “cognitive shortcircuiting” [42, 44], resulting in the affected party taking actions or considering ideas they may otherwise disagree with
(or even fnd repulsive). This is particularly true for emotions
like fear and anger which increase susceptibility to tribalistic
reasoning and inhibit empathy toward out-groups [31, 70]. A
variety of actors exploit these effects for advertising [30, 52],
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workforce such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). However, we fnd that non-experts struggle to classify EML in
text because they lack the ability to disentangle sources of
emotion (IEC and EML). When asked to fnd EML, they tend
to confate IEC in their judgment (an error we call confation
error). Cognitive psychology offers a possible explanation for
this result: people are inclined to substitute hard judgments
with easier ones, such as substituting EML detection with their
affective state [39]. There are currently no known crowdsourcing approaches for dealing with this problem. Approaches for
mitigating bias in crowdsourcing settings come closest, but
they can only offer general warnings that still leave workers
with the challenge of disentangling sources of emotion.

are too challenging for non-expert human annotators, who
have a tendency to confate content with references (an error
we call confation error).
• We introduce an approach, anchor comparison, that transforms classifcation problems into a comparison task to
mitigate confation of content (e.g., IEC) and social references. We leverage workers’ ability to identify and remove
instances of language used to induce references in text to
create a paraphrased “anchor text”, then use that anchor as
a comparison point to classify the original content.
• We build a system that leverages anchor comparison to distinguish between intrinsically emotional content and emotionally manipulative language.

Instead, we propose a novel crowdsourcing approach we call
anchor comparison that neutralizes the overpowering infuence of IEC by measuring EML through comparison. We
leverage workers’ ability to identify and remove instances
of language used to induce emotion in text to create a paraphrased “anchor text”, then use that anchor as a comparison
point with which to classify the original content. Our approach
prevents extraneous factors within content from infuencing
classifcation by constraining judgment to differences from an
anchor, ensuring that only EML is refected in measurement.
More generally, our approach is the frst that can disentangle
social references from content3 .

• We evaluate our system on a small dataset of short text
snippets adopted from news articles and demonstrate both
the limitations of existing approaches (i.e., automatic and
standard crowdsourcing approaches) and the feasibility of
our approach.
BACKGROUND

This work was motivated by a large set of related research
areas. In this section we synthesize the literature that guided
our system design: 1) emotionally manipulative rhetoric and
how it effects information processing and 2) the strategies
media manipulators use to shape the information ecosystem.

Anchor comparison classifes text for whether it contains EML
while giving systems builders the ability to tune precision and
recall, a useful feature for accommodating different applications. In our motivating interaction, we envision a system
that uses EML detection to identify potentially-manipulative
content and warns the user. For this type of system, a false
positive would represent content that is fagged for EML despite containing no EML and a false negative would represent
content that has EML going unnoticed by the system. False
positives of IEC (confation error) would be particularly problematic in cases where controversial content is unfairly fagged
or punished, such as a post by a social justice advocate describing allegations of workplace harassment. We evaluate our
approach by testing its ability to classify short text snippets
as containing EML. We create a small dataset of short text
snippets adopted from news articles, then systematically modify each snippet to create a version with heavy EML and one
with very little EML while maintaining the same information
between versions. We balance our dataset to include some
stories with IEC and some without and measure classifcation
performance with standard metrics (i.e., precision and recall).

Rhetoric, Emotion, and Reasoning

Emotion is an integral part of how people perceive, process,
and leverage information [44]. The role of emotion as a persuasive tool has been examined by scholars dating back centuries,
notably including Aristotle who argued that pathos (appealing
to an audiences’ emotions) is one of three pillars for effective
rhetoric [2]. Despite being an effective tool, scholars agree
that the use of emotion becomes problematic when it is used
to overwhelm a reader’s ability to think rationally [9, 48, 55].
Informally this is referred to as an emotional appeal, an argumentative fallacy that encourages poor reasoning [22]. While
there are many ways one can manipulate a reader’s emotions,
in this paper we focus on the ones that use emotional words
and phrases to do so. Content that manipulates reader’s emotions by adding an opinionated slant or by carefully including
emotionally laden facts we leave for future work.
Psychology of Emotion. Emotion impacts people’s decision
making by triggering their fast-processing cognitive system,
one of two systems people use to process information [40].
Lerner et al. describe this process and introduce the EmotionalImbued Choice model of decision making [44]. Notably this
model establishes that emotions shape the content and depth
of thought people exert. For example, high-certainty emotions
(e.g., anger) can lead to increased reliance on source credibility,
leading to decreased attention to argument quality and higher
usage of stereotypes and heuristics [6, 7, 79].

In this paper, we make the following contributions:
• We identify a class of problems that involve disentangling
social references from content (e.g., EML and IEC). They
3 By “social references” we refer to language that invokes connotations by overlaying parts of social and cultural contexts, in an often
implicit manner. For example, "dirty crime-ridden cities" invokes a
racist set of beliefs for many Americans, and "caravans" can not only
invoke the literal meaning but also the Middle East. Social references
can elicit multiple meanings for the majority of the audience. Many
related terms for multiple meanings in language use exist in various
literatures (e.g., multivocality [63], polyvalent performance [81], and
dog-whistling), but none of these terms are precisely the same.

Importantly, manipulating emotions can impact how people
behave because they are tied to cognitive appraisal, specifc
dimensions of cognitive state (i.e., how much attention we
pay to the decision, how certain a person feels their actions
2
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will lead to a specifc outcome, etc.) that lead to predictable
decision outcomes [72]. For example, inducing fear and anger
increases vulnerability to tribalistic reasoning and can lead
information seekers to take impulsive actions [31, 70]. One
relevant work found that varying the content of a news article
in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks from an anger-inducing
framing (discussing how Arabs were allegedly celebrating the
attacks) to a fear-inducing framing (discussing how more attacks are to come) led participants to perceive more or less risk
in the world and prefer policies that were more or less harsh on
potential violators [43]. These studies provide a useful framework for understanding why emotion affects decision making.
In the next section, we will discuss how adversarial actors
have abused this framework to infuence their audiences.

interventions at scale. We will frst contextualize our approach
within the body of intervention strategies, then we will describe specifc approaches that might be leveraged to detect
EML within text.
Mitigation Strategies

Prior work has explored two primary ways to mitigate manipulative rhetoric: 1) blocking or reducing the reach of explicitlyharmful content and 2) nudging people away from potentiallyharmful content with warnings.
The frst strategy has been widely adopted by social media
platforms to limit the reach of blatant click-bait articles by removing them or by down-ranking them in search query results
and recommendation algorithm suggestions [5, 10]. However,
platforms have a variety of reasons to be hesitant to use this
power including legal, fnancial, and political concerns [27].
Therefore, they typically reserve blocking and down-ranking
for only the most extreme content [11].

Media Manipulation

The rapid growth of social media has led to extensive changes
in the media ecosystem, leaving it vulnerable to manipulation by a variety of actors [49, 76]. These manipulators have
learned to game platforms’ recommendation algorithms such
as those that determine news feeds [80] and videos [45]. Given
that two thirds of Americans get their news from social media [53], most people are exposed to content planted by adversarial actors and must discern which ideas conveyed are
reasonable and which are harmful. When people come across
content, they view it through the lens of their social identity.
Content that threatens, acknowledges, or confrms their identity can create an emotional reaction rather than a reasoned
one [64], and it is this response that is most responsible for
the spread of misinformation, hate speech, and harassmentinciting content [32, 50].

The second approach, briefy adopted by Facebook [61], is
to display a message to potential readers of an article that it
is “disputed”, “false”, or something similar in order to dissuade people from believing it. In controlled lab settings, this
approach has been shown to slightly reduce belief in the article [16]. However, people can become dependent on such
labels after getting used to them, leading them to be more
likely to accept un-fagged false articles as true than they
would otherwise were there no fagging [63]. More effective interventions prime information seekers to think more
carefully about the content they read [8] or warn them about
specifc strategies used to manipulate them [17].

Actors have learned to maximize the virality of their content
by playing to people’s emotions. For example, Vosoughi et
al. found that viral hoax tweets were more novel and evoked
stronger feelings of surprise and disgust than non-hoax viral
tweets [80]. Additionally, Song and Gruzd found that antivaccination content was much more popular and was more
likely to be labeled under entertainment categories than provaccination content [75].

Since these intervention approaches require manipulation efforts to be detected at scale to perform interventions for users
of social media, many have sought to build automatic detectors.
Detecting manipulative content can be done by identifying a
variety of credibility indicators [87], including source [51]
and content-based indicators [3, 58, 65, 71]. Often, credibility
indicators are buried in context and require social and cultural
knowledge to uncover them, making them challenging to identify. For these scenarios, prior work has demonstrated that
collective behavior of information seekers can be a powerful
proxy for uncovering credibility scores, including collective
attention [57, 85]. This work demonstrates that combining
time series and aggregate attention behaviors can be used to
predict the credibility scores of tweets, a fnding that might
also extend to news article shares. While aggregate information seekers’ behavior may be used to uncover other credibility
signals, this strategy can only measure the effects content has
on their information seeking, and would be unable to detect
more nuanced signals that cause such behavior. Instead, we
propose a proactive approach that involves looking for a particular credibility signal (EML) before the content has the chance
to impact information seekers. Next we describe related work
for carrying out this proactive approach within text at scale.

Finally, actors often play to their audience by leveraging social
appeals and cultural contexts. For example, Lewis found that
a network of far-right YouTube channels give credence to one
another by maintaining close social ties through hosting one
another in their videos [45]. While many of these YouTubers
hold contradicting beliefs, they mask their inconsistency by
highlighting shared values, like their understanding of internet
culture and their reactionary stance toward current events and
ideas (e.g., feminism, social justice, and left-wing politics).
Looking closer at many click-bait “fake news” stories, Marwick found that successful articles often connected to “deep
stories”, or the larger narratives readers often hold (e.g., that
the rural states are neglected in favor of big cities) [50]. Now
that we have described how actors use emotionally manipulative rhetoric to manipulate the information ecosystem, we will
describe related work that attempt to mitigate these efforts.

Possible Approaches

RELATED WORK

Next, we look to relevant work in natural language processing
(NLP) and crowdsourcing to fnd a potential classifer for
EML; however, we fnd gaps in both approaches that limit

In this section we will describe existing approaches for countering the effects of manipulative rhetoric and for setting up
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their performance. In NLP, we fnd related work is constrained
by available manually annotated data and methods are often
dependent on key terms, lacking the ability to understand
social references. Within crowdsourcing we fnd related work
in making subjective judgments and bias mitigation, but we
fnd a lack of work in crowdsourced disentanglement.

is particularly well suited for making subjective judgments
because they can leverage social and cultural knowledge to predict how others might answer the same task [15]. Prior work
has leveraged the crowd’s ability to make these judgments to
build emotion lexicons [60], assess image quality [67], and
curate content based on personalized preferences [54], among
other applications. Additionally, one might think of disentanglement as a bias mitigation problem. Prior work has explored
bias mitigation strategies including those that warn workers of
potential biases [34, 35, 69] and those that leverage statistical
methods to debias results after-the-fact [37]. While this work
helped us form an understanding of our problem, we note that
disentanglement differs from bias mitigation in that specifc
biases cannot be known ahead of time. Without knowing biases, intervention-based approaches cannot be easily applied,
as they would result in vague warnings to workers. We introduce an approach that adds to subjective judgment literature
by enabling crowdsourced disengagement of social references
such as disentangling EML and IEC.

Natural Language Processing. While we are unaware of
work in NLP on this specifc problem, there has been extensive work on related classifcation tasks, such as sentiment
analysis and emotion detection. Sentiment and emotion are a
key part of rhetoric, and can be diffcult to separate from the
intrinsic content of text, similarly to the EML and IEC confation we consider. However, most sentiment analysis research
has focused on product or movie reviews [46, 74, 88]. Recent
work has broadened the types of texts considered to include
a range of topics on Twitter, but all labeling is completed by
simply asking crowd workers to judge sentiment on a scale [18,
68]. Work on emotion detection has considered a wider range
of text sources, but methods rely on expert annotated data that
is collected with heuristic approaches to focus on examples
expressing emotion [12].

PROBLEM

Before we describe potential classifers to detect EML, we will
defne our problem more precisely, describe a small dataset
we created to evaluate a variety of detection approaches, and
explain how we measure performance. For the purposes of this
paper, we treat EML detection as a classifcation problem and
we specifcally target extraneous language intended to induce
an emotional reaction in the reader. We leave related tasks
such as identifying specifc EML words and phrases within
a larger body of text and detecting biased reporting due to
skewed facts for future work.

Some of the most widely cited work in sentiment and emotion classifcation is the creation of lexicons specifying words
with particular emotional content [23, 78]. While effective
for the tasks mentioned above, these resources fall short for
the manipulative rhetoric we consider here, in which words
are used creatively, exploiting references to recent events, dog
whistles and more. Prior work has explored bootstrapping
existing context-based approaches by using knowledge bases
or video footage in order to evaluate the meaning of these
references [13, 77], but such solutions do not scale to provide
knowledge of the history, culture, and community norms necessary to evaluate references that are grounded in social and
cultural contexts —like many of the emotive phrases seen in
news articles [26]. Systems that do not rely on such lexicons
instead rely on large collections of manually annotated data.
These are expensive to create with experts and crowdsourcing
faces diffculties that we discuss in the next section.

We envision two main applications that would beneft from
the simple classifer as we have described: one that uses detection for intervention purposes (e.g., personalized nudges)
and one that uses detection for content moderation purposes
(e.g., de-ranking offending content or fagging content for site
managers). We are particularly motivated by the frst of these
applications, as EML detection could be a useful backend for
a system that performs inoculation interventions (e.g., [17]) or
a system that points out specifc EML words and phrases in
the original content. A false negative would represent content
that has EML remaining un-fagged, which in our scenarios,
might result in lower user confdence for the overall system.
On the other hand, a false positive would represent content
that is incorrectly fagged for EML, which could lead to over
prompting of the user or unfair punishment of content.

Crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing is a common approach for
overcoming the limitations of automatic approaches, often
applied to gather training data [38, 73] or to integrate human intelligence into computational processes [4, 66]. Again,
there are signifcant gaps in the crowd’s ability to disentangle
social references. Traditional approaches to achieving quality responses are to improve task instructions [47, 82], train
or screen workers [56], or to decompose the task into subtasks [41]. Newer approaches leverage the crowd’s reasoning
skills to improve results [14, 21]. While these approaches are
useful for addressing challenges like task misunderstanding,
low quality workers, and groupthink, they were not designed
to help workers disentangle EML from IEC —which we show
is still hard for even high-performing workers who understand
the instructions clearly. Decomposing the task might make
more sense, but there is no obvious way to decompose subjective judgment tasks such as classifying EML yet.

As a frst step, we focus on classifying short text snippets
(<200 words) to ensure that workers can read and comprehend
the text in the timespan of a microtask. Future work will extend
to longer text such as full news articles, posts, or threads. We
explore two factors that may infuence classifcation:
1. Emotionally Manipulative Language: Whether there is
highly emotive language that adds no informational value
to the text. This is the factor we seek to detect.
2. Intrinsically Emotional Content: Whether the information
conveyed is emotional itself, regardless of the language
used to convey it. Information seekers frequently must
parse emotional stories from manipulative language. The

Alternatively, a line of work has explored the crowd’s ability
to make subjective judgments and mitigate bias. The crowd
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# snippets

5

5

IEC
¬EML EML

5

EML in a text snippet with 4 being the maximum and 1 being
the minimum. In each snippet pair, we defne the snippet with
EML to be level 4 and the one with no EML to be level 1.
Additionally, we use the metric distortion to code whether a
change to a text snippet has changed its informational content.
We use this dataset and described measures to evaluate various
classifcation approaches.

5

Table 1. Our test dataset is balanced across four conditions.

common news media trope “if it bleeds, it leads” hints at
the prevalence of dramatic stories in media [84].

BASELINE STUDY

Dataset

In order to understand the limitations of existing approaches
to classifying EML, we frst explore fve logical baselines
and fnd that none achieve satisfactory performance. In particular, we explore four automated approaches and a simple
crowdsourcing approach.

The authors developed a dataset of twenty news-style text snippets adopted from 10 news articles4 . For each news article,
we created a shortened version that includes heavy EML and
a version that includes very little EML, creating a pair. We
created each pair so that both versions had the same information, with the only difference being EML. We picked fve news
articles that contained IEC and fve that did not, making the
dataset balanced with fve snippets per condition (Table 1).

Baselines

At frst glance, it may seem that automatic approaches (e.g.,
machine learning) can be trained to suffciently classify EML
due to their success in classifying text in similar domains (e.g.,
emotion detection and sentiment analysis). For this reason, we
evaluate state-of-the-art performance for sentiment analysis
and emotion detection by classifying snippets from our dataset.

We evaluated the quality of our dataset by hiring a journalist
and a member of the editorial staff for a nationally prominent
news magazine to rate each text snippet on a 5-point Likert
scale along three dimensions. First, we confrmed the main
factor of our dataset by asking reviewers to rate “How much
does the paragraph intentionally stir emotion in the reader?”.
Second, we confrmed our variation of IEC by asking raters
to assess “How much emotion is intrinsic to the information
conveyed in the paragraph?”. Finally, we sought to confrm
that some snippets are publishable in reputable news sources
by asking raters to agree or disagree to: “If the facts were correct, this is something that would be publishable in a reputable
news source.”

Emotion detection is the task of classifying the intensity of
typically 4-6 emotions induced by a piece of text. Existing
approaches make use of an emotional lexicon to match words
with the emotion they commonly evoke [59], then aggregate
those emotions to determine the overall emotion evoked by
the paragraph. Specifcally we evaluate:
IBM Tone Analyzer [1]: This classifer was trained on Twitter customer service data and uses a support-vector machine
(SVM) to classify emotion on a scale from 0-1 for anger,
disgust, fear, joy, and sadness.

The frst author met with each rater separately and followed
a three part procedure for each snippet in our dataset: 1) we
asked the raters to rate the snippet on the three dimensions
mentioned, 2) we asked the raters for the reasoning behind
their answers to ensure that they understood the meaning of
each question, 3) we allowed the raters to change their answer
after discussion. We reached a high Fleiss’ kappa score with
the two raters and the frst author about which of the snippets
in each pair used more EML (k = 0.87), which snippets had a
“decent amount”5 and which had more intrinsic emotion (k =
0.60)6 , and which of the text snippets in each pair were more
likely to be publishable by a reputable news source (k = 0.72).

EMPATH [24]: EMPATH is a tool for coding lexical categories (such as emotion) in large-scale datasets (similar to
LIWC). The tool “adapts” to new dataset domains by enabling users to seed additional lexical categories, and then
by recruiting workers from AMT to fnd related terms in
the dataset. We use EMPATH to code emotion words.
We also considered sentiment analysis, which is the task of
classifying positive, negative, or neutral feelings expressed in
text. While sentiment analysis is less related to EML detection
than emotion detection, the datasets for sentiment analysis
are better developed than those for emotion detection are, and
sentiment analysis should still be capable of detecting large
attitude-slants. We explore:

Measures

Our main outcome measures are standard classifcation metrics
(i.e., precision and recall), focusing specifcally on confation
error (false positive rate of IEC). Additionally, we defne two
more metrics that we will use later in this paper to evaluate
intermediate outcomes: EML level and distortion. EML level
is coded on a 4-point scale and indicates the relative amount of

VADER [36]: VADER was designed to generalize to a variety of domains by combining features from a sentiment
lexicon with fve rules. Its rules were created from a qualitative coding of tweets and its simplicity makes the model
perform well without large-scale training data, unlike most
other approaches.

4 Can

be accessed online at: https://doi.org/10.7302/yhpy-e679
was the middle option on a 5-point Likert scale.
6 One of the raters found some of the text snippets more personal (and
thereby having more intrinsic emotion) than the other rater and frst
author found. To ensure these differences would not affect our results,
we ran our evaluation with the codes provided by the differing rater
and found only marginal difference in the results of our standard
crowdsourcing approach.
5 This

BERT with Fine-Tuning [20]: we trained a three-way classifer on top of the BERT-Base uncased pretrained model,
using the 2017 SemEval sentiment analysis task data [68].
This approach takes into account the context of words by
using a pretrained language model (BERT) achieving an F1
5
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First, machine learning approaches are limited in their ability
to generalize knowledge beyond what exists in training data,
making them vulnerable to novel patterns and references not
explicitly trained for. For example, phrases such as “lispy
queer”, “living fre alarm”, and “bad hombres” are rare manipulative phrases that are unlikely to show up in training
data, and so would likely go unnoticed. The use of cultural
references are common, constantly changing, and can take
many different forms, making it nearly impossible to include
all of them in training data. As this limitation has become
increasingly better known, scholars have started developing
methods to test classifers for their generalizability by developing “adversarial datasets”, modifed versions of existing
datasets whose changes do not effect human performance but
often tank machine performance [33, 62, 86]. We expect such
datasets will be important for assessing future EML classifers.
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Figure 1. Precision and recall of the baselines. The dashed line indicates the best performance of our automatic baselines and “τ” indicates
different decision boundaries on a 5-point Likert scale.

score of 0.636, slightly below the state-of-the-art for the
dataset (F1 = 0.677)7 . We used a Twitter dataset because it
offered more diversity than the movie and customer review
datasets, making it more likely to include information about
current events and culture.

Second, prior work has found that adversarial actors are highly
motivated to exploit algorithms that are deployed in the wild,
often in a coordinated manner [28]. In particular, actors actively manipulate search engines to amplify their content by
fnding “data voids”, search terms with limited data available
to populate search results, then by posting extremist content
that uses those search terms. For our envisioned interactions
(i.e., content moderation and intervention systems), we expect
that actors will also be motivated to fnd novel exploits, making it important that backend EML classifers are reasonably
robust against these attacks.

Finally, we consider a standard crowdsourcing approach for
classifying EML that asked workers from Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT) to rate text snippets on a 5-point Likert scale8 ,
takes the average of those ratings, then uses a decision boundary to determine positive or negative classifcation. For our
evaluation, we recruited workers from AMT using LegionTools [29], presented them with a single text snippet from our
corpus (requiring unique workers for every task), and asked
them to answer the question “How much does the paragraph
intentionally stir emotion in the reader?”9 .

Finally, hiring experts to create a labeled dataset for EML detection is expensive and time consuming, making it infeasible
to fx the previously described problems by creating massive
annotated datasets. Since, as mentioned, cultural references
are constantly in fux, over time new annotations would need
to be gathered to keep up detection quality amid new current
events and discourse themes. In addition to performing better,
a crowdsourcing approach would be more cost effective than
hiring experts, and thereby might be used to cheaply create a
large-scale dataset for EML detection.

Results

We fnd that the automated baselines only perform marginally
better than a random baseline and the standard crowdsourcing
approach performs slightly better than the automatic baselines
for recall, but has similar precision (Figure 1). In particular,
we fnd the IBM and BERT baselines have a high false positive
rate while EMPATH and VADER had balanced error rates 10 .
Additionally, we see that the crowdsourcing baseline had high
confation error (misclassifying IEC text snippets as having
EML), explaining the low precision.

Standard Crowdsourcing. The simple crowdsourcing approach failed because workers tended to confate IEC with
EML. A chi-square test comparing worker ratings for snippets
with IEC and no EML with their ratings for snippets with
no IEC or EML confrmed that the tendency to confate was
signifcant χ 2 (4) = 32.49, p < 0.001 (effect size = 0.44).

Automated Approaches. While it may be possible to improve
the performance of machine learning approaches by training
on a dataset explicitly labeled for EML, we argue that their
performance will remain limited for three reasons: 1) generalizing knowledge to examples not explicitly trained for remains
a challenge for even state-of-the-art models, 2) when these
classifers are deployed in the wild, adversarial actors will
be highly motivated to fnd exploits, and 3) hiring experts to
create labeled datasets is expensive and time consuming.

This fnding is supported by the theory of the affect heuristic in
psychology, which contends that people commonly use their
emotions as a cognitive shortcut to make judgments (i.e., how
they are emotionally affected by the judgment affects judgment) [25]. While we cannot be certain that the affect heuristic
is the only cause of confation error in our context, it does offer
an explanation for our results: workers are affected by IEC
and are substituting the EML detection with their affective
state by rating IEC highly. Unfortunately, this problem is not
easily solved, as prior work has found that people struggle to
disentangle sources of emotion even after being warned about
the potential to attribute emotion to the wrong source [81].

7 We attempted to train the state-of-the-art model but experienced
issues in the training process. Since our model performs similarly on
the Twitter dataset, we believe that its results should be representative.
8 Likert scale ratings are standard for related tasks [36].
9 In a prestudy, we tried many ways to word this question in order
to achieve better results. We found that wording only marginally
effected results, and that our fndings hold despite the choice.
10 The IBM Tone Analyzer and EMPATH detectors output continuous
scores. We convert these scores to classifcation categories based on
whether they cross a decision boundary. For all decision boundary
values, accuracy did not exceed 60% for either detector.
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Figure 2. Our system splits the task of classifying EML into two parts: anchor transformation and comparison. Anchor transformation involves
removing EML from the original text snippet to form an “anchor”. This is done in four steps: fnding portions of text that contain EML, suggesting
possible edits to remove EML from each portion, fltering edits to remove those that introduce distortion, and selecting the best edit from a group.

Given that automatic approaches did not work suffciently for
this problem, and a standard crowdsourcing approach led to the
challenge of disentangling sources of emotion, we developed
a new crowdsourcing approach. In the next section, we will
describe how we overcome the limitations of these baselines
by transforming the judgment task into a comparison problem,
thereby limiting the infuence of IEC on fnal classifcation.

the information content in the text in an attempt to remove
EML. Distortion can lead to false positives (and confation error) in the comparison step by creating a fabricated difference
between the original text and the anchor.
To enable explicit control of distortion, we build upon the current state-of-the-art for crowdsourced copyediting (Bernstein
et al.’s Soylent [4]) by adding a “flter” and “select” step. The
resulting system consists of four steps: fnding EML words
and phrases, suggesting potential edits to remove EML from
those phrases, fltering out suggested edits that have distortion,
and selecting the best edits from those remaining. For each
step, we hire workers to complete the task in parallel (hiding
other worker’s responses to avoid potential groupthink) and
pay them at an hourly rate of $10 USD/hour. We will describe
each step in detail below.

ANCHOR COMPARISON

In this section, we will describe a system we created that
leverages an approach we call anchor comparison to mitigate
the overpowering infuence of IEC on worker judgment. Our
approach decomposes the problem into two pieces (Figure 2):
1) anchor transformation which involves coordinating workers
to remove specifc instances of EML in the text to create
an “anchor” version of the original and 2) comparison which
involves measuring the difference in EML between the original
and the anchor on a 5-point Likert scale. It thereby turns the
classifcation problem into one of comparison, enabling a task
that was previously considered to be atomic to be decomposed.

Find. The fnd step involves identifying parts of the text that
have EML by enabling workers to highlight portions of the
text, then aggregating based on highlight overlap. Specifcally,
we ask them to “Highlight dramatic11 words and phrases in the
[text].” In our component study we found that a 20% worker
overlap threshold is the optimal value for maximal overlap
with our annotations of the text and that performance plateaus
at approximately 5 workers at 75% word-wise agreement.

To explain why anchor comparison works, we will build off
our previous psychological analysis of the problem. As we
have previously explained, workers likely confate IEC with
EML because they use their affective state (how they feel) to
decide how to classify the content [25]. IEC makes them feel
strongly, which is then refected in their Likert scale ratings.
Our approach works by anchoring workers’ affective state in
the anchor text and measuring only the difference from the anchor to the original text. Differences from the anchor may still
affect workers, but this affect would be due to EML since IEC
is held constant. Our approach builds upon reference-based
crowdsourcing approaches such as [83] in that we leverage the
crowd to create the point of reference. In the next sections, we
will walk through each component of our system. While we
do so, we will describe a study we used to measure its performance and set parameters. We will conclude by describing
two key tradeoffs our system affords.

Examining the portions highlighted by workers, we notice
four types of highlights. The frst are highlighted portions
like “tragic deaths” and “sweet and unsuspecting American
children” that can be fxed by simply removing the unnecessary verbiage (e.g., “tragic” and “sweet and unsuspecting”).
Secondly, some highlights were made of entirely IEC like
“Panama fungal disease threatens future crops” and require no
editing. Thirdly, some highlights contain both EML and IEC
like “Gary was swept by a wave of grief”. These highlights
require clever rephrasing in order to maintain information
while removing EML (e.g., rephrasing to simply “upset”). Finally, some highlights contain both EML and IEC, but are
particularly challenging to rephrase in a way that maintains

Anchor Transformation

11 We

switched to using the word “dramatic” instead of “emotional”
after analyzing workers’ qualitative explanations for their responses
in a pre-study and noticing that many workers interpreted “emotional”
in the instructions to mean “that I had an emotional reaction to”
instead of our intended meaning “that the author was trying to get me
to react emotionally to”. We tried a variety of wordings and found
that “dramatic” yielded the best results.

Anchor transformation is the process of transforming text into
an “anchor”, a paraphrased version of the original text that
has been revised to remove EML. The problem shares many
characteristics with copyediting with one key difference: particular sensitivity to “distortion” errors, where workers alter
7
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Figure 3. Results for the flter step. Increasing the agreement threshold reduces the number of paragraphs with a distorted suggestion (middle and
right), but as a consequence, it also reduces the number of edits that make it through the system (left chart). For “eager beaver distortion” we allow one
distortion since it only has a minor effect on the false positive rate, but setting the threshold high enough would eliminate even this error.

information while removing EML. These highlights would
be better suited for a fx that restructures the sentence. Most
highlighted portions landed in the third category, requiring
clever rephrasing to remove EML while maintaining IEC.

higher percentage through, but without as much confdence in
their quality.
In our study of this component, we noticed two ways that
workers distort information in the original text: 1) as a result
of workers’ attempts to soften the opinions in the text by
hedging the claims (we call this hedging distortion) and 2)
as a result of workers too eagerly removing inconsequential
information in addition to EML (we call this eager beaver
distortion). We notice that hedging distortion can have a large
effect on downstream classifcation, but eager beaver distortion
less so (Figure 5). Despite this, we observe that nearly all
hedging distortion and most eager beaver distortion can be
eliminated with a 50% agreement threshold at 5 workers while
ensuring that 50% of highlighted portions have a high quality
suggestion (Figure 3). Setting the threshold to 80% eliminates
all distortion while ensuring that 25% of highlighted portions
have a high quality edit.

Fix. In the second step we ask workers to suggest possible
edits to remove EML from the highlighted portions in the
previous step. We ask workers to provide an edit for all highlighted portions, scaling their pay based on the number of edits
we ask them to make. Specifcally, we provide the instructions:
“Remove dramatic words and phrases from each of the highlighted portions while maintaining the same information and
grammatical correctness.” To prevent workers from attempting to fx multiple highlighted portions in the same edit, we
restrict the range of text that workers are allowed to edit to
include text starting from the end of the preceding highlight
(or beginning of the text if the frst highlight) to the start of the
next highlight (or end of the text if the last highlight). While
we give workers the option to skip highlights that are too challenging to rephrase, they generally provide a suggestion for
all highlighted portions anyway.

Select. The fnal step involves selecting the suggested edits
that best remove EML from each highlighted portion. Of the
suggested edits that make it through the flter in the previous
step, we ask workers to “determine how well [each suggested
edit] removes dramatic words and phrases from the highlighted
portion of the [text] while still making sense” on a 3-point scale
labeled “best”, “decent”, and “worst”. For each highlighted
portion, we select the suggestion that has the lowest mean
score and incorporate the change into the fnal paragraph.
Our component study found that 5 workers is suffcient for
consistently selecting the best edits out of a group.

In our component study, we fnd that performance plateaus at
about 5 workers. After fxing this parameter we observe that
75% of highlighted portions will have at least one suggested
edit that correctly removes all EML from the portion.
Filter. Our third step is to flter out suggested edits that distort
the information of the original text. As we have noted above,
distortion error can cause false positives later in the pipeline
as workers confate the change in information to be a change
in the amount of EML. For IEC text, increased distortion can
lead to increased confation error.

Iteration. We fnd that anchors can be iteratively improved by
sending the output of the “Select” step back into “Find” step,
reducing the EML level with each iteration. In our component
study we found that iterations reduced the EML level of the
anchor by an average of 1 point (of 4) with each iteration,
eventually converging to an EML level of 1 after 3 iterations.

Therefore, we build this component to include an agreement
threshold that can be used to control the level of confdence
that suggested edits passing through the system are not distorted. We ask workers to select suggested edits that “maintain
the same information as the [original text]” and to “not select
[suggested edits] that attempt to debias or soften the opinions
in the [text]”, then we aggregate suggestions based on the percentage agreement between workers. Setting the agreement
threshold higher allows fewer edits through, but at higher confdence they are not distorted. Setting it lower may allow a

Comparison

After an anchor has been created in the anchor transformation
step, we ask workers to assess the difference in EML between
the anchor and the original text. Part of the contribution of our
approach is that this step enables for the high-level task to be
decomposed into highlight-level units. The comparison step
aggregates these individual decisions into a fnal classifcation
8
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Figure 5. Errors in the anchor transformation step can compound into
classifcation errors in the comparison step. Higher EML levels in the
anchor cause an increased false negative rate and adding distortion leads
to an increased false positive rate.

Figure 4. Precision and recall for the comparison step. “τ” indicates
different decision boundaries on a 5-point Likert scale.

decision. We show workers the two versions of the text sideby-side and ask them to rank on a 5-point Likert scale “How
much more dramatic is the [original text] compared to the
[anchor]?” We aggregate ratings by taking the mean value and
then by using a decision boundary to determine whether the
text is to be classifed as a positive or negative example.

through these steps (Find, Fix, Filter, Select), we would reach
a fnal version. Finally, we would send our snippets through
the compare step. Given that there is at most one eager beaver
error in each snippet, we would be able to ensure perfect recall
and 87% precision. System builders can also save costs by
tuning classifcation errors for their needs.

Our evaluation of this component found that classifcation
accuracy is dependent on the quality of the anchor used for
comparison (Figure 4). For an anchor that correctly removes
all EML from the text, 90% accuracy can be achieved with 5
workers and using more leads to even higher accuracy. However, we fnd that imperfect anchors cause classifcation error
(Figure 5). For example, anchors that fail to completely remove EML (EML level greater than 1) are more likely to
cause false negative classifcation because the difference in
EML is perceived to be lower. Likewise, distortion in the
anchor can create false positive classifcation because changes
in information can be perceived as a difference in EML.

While cost depends on the number of edits needed to remove
EML, our data had an average of 5 highlighted portions per
iteration, leading to a projected cost of about $47 per snippet.
While this may be feasible for some applications, future work
will need to address the engineering of reducing costs.
Tradeoffs

Our system affords builders two mechanisms to tune precision
and recall. The frst mechanism is iteration which can be used
to control recall. Secondly, the agreement threshold can be
used to control precision.
Iteration improves recall, but is more costly. The higher the
EML level in the anchor text, the less the perceived difference
between the original text and the anchor, and the more likely
text with EML will be classifed as having no EML. Iterations
can be used to reduce the average EML level of anchors, and
thereby reduce the false negative rate. However, increasing the
number of iterations increases cost as more labor is required
to fnd, fx, flter, and select edits.

Putting It Together

Through a series of component studies, we have demonstrated
the feasibility of anchor comparison. We showed that the
anchor transformation process (left box in Figure 2) can create
a version of the text with low EML and no distortion when
a high agreement threshold and iteration are used. We also
showed that the comparison process (right box in Figure 2)
can achieve perfect precision and recall given the original text
and a low EML version without distortion.

Increasing the agreement threshold improves precision, but
reduces effciency. Allowing distortion in the anchor introduces the possibility that the distortion will be perceived as
a difference in EML during the comparison step, leading to
text with no EML to be classifed as having EML. Increasing
the agreement threshold can reduce the % of paragraphs with
distortion error and reduce the false positive rate. However,
increasing the agreement threshold has the side effect of reducing the number of suggestions that make it through the
system, leading to a lower effciency at which EML is extracted and causing an increased number of iterations needed
to keep recall constant.

We will now walk through a version of our system that can
achieve reasonable precision and recall. Given a set of new
snippets for classifcation, we would frst send them through
the fnd step. On each iteration through anchor transformation (left box in Figure 2), we can frst use 5 workers with a
20% overlap threshold, to highlight 75% of the EML words.
Secondly, the snippets would go through the fx step. Using 5
workers, we can get high-quality suggestions for 75% of the
highlighted portions. Thirdly, we send the snippets to the flter
step. Our data shows that we can use 10 workers with a 50%
agreement threshold to ensure 100% of paragraphs have no
hedging error and 87% of paragraphs have at most one eager
beaver error. However, we note that the line trends down (right
graph in Figure 3), indicating that including more workers
would feasibly ensure 100% of paragraphs have at most one
eager beaver error. While distortion trends down, we note that
the % of highlighted portions with a high quality suggestion
remains constant (left graph in Figure 3). With three iterations

DISCUSSION

In this work, we examined the challenges associated with
classifying text for social references. A specifc challenge
that makes that classifcation diffcult is that references are
often entangled with content, which leads to the potential for
one to be misconstrued for the other. We have proposed a
9
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new crowdsourcing approach that controls for confation by
transforming the classifcation problem into a comparison.

Third, while we took steps to ensure validity of our test dataset,
our current implementation requires text snippets to be short
and have all necessary context included in each snippet. Data
encountered in the wild will likely include visual aspects,
vary in length, and interconnected contexts. Future work will
consider summarizing long news articles etc. that include all
necessary context. Additionally, we may need to augment
anchor transformation to include the crowd’s capabilities with
cropping or video editing tools.

We then demonstrated the feasibility of our approach by exploring an important sub-problem that involves disentangling
social references evoked through emotionally manipulative
language (EML) from intrinsically emotional content (IEC).
To test the limitations of existing approaches and the feasibility
of our approach, we developed an appropriate test dataset and
used it to evaluate fve baseline approaches as well as ours.

Finally, while our study has considered one type of error (i.e.,
confation error), we cannot draw frm conclusions about other
kinds of error patterns that will occur in deployment settings.
While we have found no evidence of alternative error patterns,
we believe that political, racial, and other biases within the
crowd may skew detection results. Prior work have proposed
several strategies for mitigating these biases including [35,
69]. Future work should explore applying these strategies in
tandem with anchor comparison to control multiple errors.

We showed that existing approaches for classifcation struggle
to distinguish between EML and IEC. Automatic approaches
require substantial training data to understand social references which is both expensive to obtain and still leaves them
vulnerable to novel language patterns that have not yet been
added to training data. Crowdsourcing approaches perform
better, but are prone to confation error because non-expert
human annotators struggle to disentangle sources of emotion
in text —whether it is EML or IEC.

Despite these limitations, we remain cautiously optimistic.
We have tackled one of the key challenges that makes media
manipulation challenging to detect (confation error) and introduced the frst approach that can overcome this challenge.
While there are likely many more challenges to overcome before our system can be robustly deployed at scale, we believe
our fundamental approach is both feasible and important.

Our approach, anchor comparison, overcomes these challenges
by leveraging workers’ ability to fnd specifc instances of
EML in text and draft edits that remove them, resulting in an
“anchor text” that can be used as a point with which to classify
the original content by comparing the two. Through a series of
component studies, we demonstrated that this approach is feasible and that it affords two mechanisms systems builders can
use to improve precision and recall. At the penalty of increasing the cost of classifcation, iteration can be used to improve
recall and an agreement threshold to improve precision.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have contributed a new crowdsourcing approach by transforming a classifcation problem into a comparison. This allows the crowd to detect text that uses manipulative emotional language to sway users towards positions
or actions. Our approach, anchor comparison, overcomes the
challenges that cause automatic and standard crowdsourcing
approaches for this problem to perform poorly: the diffculty
of gathering comprehensive training data for social references
and a tendency for the crowd to confate emotionally manipulative language (EML) and intrinsically emotional content
(IEC). We showed that our anchor comparison approach mitigates confation errors by transforming the problem into a
comparison task where IEC cannot overpower EML. We evaluated our approach by developing a corpus of short text pieces
and also showed that our approach affords system builders
the ability to tune precision and recall. We argue that our approach could be useful for identifying potential-manipulative
content and warning users, helping the public see and understand media manipulation. More generally, our approach is a
frst step toward solving problems that involve disentangling
social references from content.

Our contributions are, then, a class of problems that involve
disentangling social reference from content, our anchor comparison approach that leverages transformation for disentangling these references, a system we created that uses anchor
comparison, and an evaluation of our system on a dataset.
Limitations. However, our work has several limitations that
remain for future work. First, the social references we address here assume that multivalent messaging is received by a
homogeneous audience. Violations of this assumption (e.g.,
dog-whistles) have references for only sub-audiences and may
need a specialized crowd to detect.
Second, we demonstrated through a proof-of-concept that anchor comparison can be used to detect EML without confation
error at a cost of about $50 given a short text snippet and suffcient run-time. In principle, this approach could be used
to detect emotionally manipulative language online content.
However, wide-scale deployment will require reducing cost.
This remains for future work but we believe that this will
be possible by combining machine learning approaches with
the crowd. For example, one could use our crowdsourcing
approach to generate a labeled dataset, which could in turn
be used to train a classifer. Additionally, anchor transformation is particularly suitable for a hybrid intelligence approach,
where machine learning is used to fnd and suggest potential
edits to remove EML from the text, and crowd workers are
used to make fnal judgments.
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